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Consider an n-component reliabilit!r system having the property that at any time each 
of its components is either up (,i.e., working) or down (i.e., being repaired). Each compo- 
nent acts independently amI we suppo!ie that each time the ith component goes up it re- 
mains up for an exponentially distribut+.ed time having mean pi, and each time it goes down 
it rtimdrms down for an exponentially distributed time haying mean ui* We further suppose 
that whether or not the system itself is up at any Me: depends only on which components 
are up at that time. We are interested il the distribution of the time of first system failure 
when ah components are initially up at time zero. In %&on 2 we show that this distribu- 
tion has the NBU (i.e., new better than used) property, and in Section 3 we make use of 
this and other results to obtain a lower bound to the mean time until first system faifure. 
1. Introduction 
Consider an n-component reliability system having the property that 
at any time each of its components i either up (i.e., work.ing) or down 
(i.e., being repaired). Each component acts independently and we suppose 
that each time the ifh component goes up it remains up for an exponen- 
tially distributed time having mean pi, and each time it goes down it re- 
mains down for an expo entially distributed t e having mean Via 
e suppose that whether or not the system itself is up at any timle de- 
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X(r) = I 1 if the system is up at time ,t, IQ otlherwise, 
we suppose that there mists a nondecreasing binary functisn $I ~ch that 
The function @ is called the stwcture function of the system, 
The above system, with the added generAity of arbitrary, rather than 
exponential, component up-time and down-time distributions was con- 
0 sidmd in [ $1, where suc::h quantities of interest as (i) the average system 
failure rate, (ii) the average l ngth of system up-time, and (iii) the average 
length of system down+ime were computed. In the present paper we are 
inte.l*ested in the distrilx tiiun of the time of first system faihxe when all 
components are initially !rp at time zero. In Section 2 we show that this 
distribution has the NBI4 (i.e., new better than used) property, and in 
Section 3 we make use of this and other results to obtain .i lower bound 
to the mean time until first system failure. 
2. Some preliminaries concerning NBU distributions 
We say that a lifetime distribution F is NBU (new better than used) if 
F(t + @P(t) G F(s) for all s, t > 0. 
In words, F is NBU if the probability that a t year old item survives an 
additional s years is less than or equal to the probability that a new item 
survives s years, for all s, t. 
roposition 2.1. For an arbitrary structure function $I, assuming that all 
components are initidy up, the time until the first system failure has 
an A23 U distribution. 
RIO e shall prove the proposition by first showtng, by induction, 
that the time to first system failure will have stochastically larger distri- 
butisn if all components ace initially up as sppased t0 11 = k of ‘r4et-n bc- 
initially up and the other k initially dawn, TO prove it for k: = 1) suy- 
go%e that components 2, reed n are initially up and suppose that there are 
two identical csmgsnerlts that can btt used as csmpsnent 1 - namely 1’ 
which is initially up or 1” which is initially dawn, TO show that the sys- 
tem will have a stochastically larger time ta first failure if we use I ’ as 
opposed ts l”, let us condition the on first time 7 such that 
Now, given that 7 = t, the probability that the first system failure will occ 
cur before (ar at) time x is the same irregardless of whether 1’ or I” is 
used when x < tv On the other hand, if 7 = t and the system has not failed 
prior to time t, then the probability that it fails at time t is equal to the 
probability that component 1 is down at t, Howwer, given that r = t, it 
follows from the theory of two-state Markov processes that the probability 
that the first component is up at time r is greater if it is initially up as op- 
posed to being initially down1 (the probabilities being (r_cr /(;A~ + vr )) 
+ (v&r + q))exP[-(& -t Qtl and (p&l +qIU - (I_II/@~ +~1)) 
exp[ --(PI + vl)t] ). Therefore, given T = t, the system is more likely to 
experience its first failure by time t if 1” is used. Furthermore, by the 
lack of memory of the expo,qiential distribution, it follcws that if the sys- 
tem has not failed by time 7 (and thus component 1 is up at time 7) then 
the distribution of the additional time until system failure is the same re- 
gardless of which component (1” or 1”) was used as component 1. Hence, 
given 7, the system will have a stochastically larger time to first failure if 
1’ (a: opposed to 1”) is used. Taking the expectation of ‘r= (i.e., uncondi- 
tioning), then yields the resullt when k = 1. 
The general case is now easily established, for if k of the components 
are initially down, by then concentrating on one of these components 
the same argument as the one presented for the case k = 1 shows that it 
would have been better (in a ztochastic sense) if this component was ini- 
ut by the induction hypothesis all components initially up is 
having any set of k: - 1 initially down and thus the induction 
is complete. 
The proposition now follows, for if the system is up at time t, we see, 
by conditi.oning o ber of components up at time t, that the sys- 
tem has less chance of surviving an additional s years than does a system 
that has all of its components up rj.e., a new system). 113 
Proof. Let X be an nTBU distribution having distribution F and mzan ph:, 
and let Y be an arbitrary nonnegative radnomn variable having distribution 
G’ and mean ,+,  and assume that X and Y are independent. Now, 
EhinW, Y)] = S [min(X, t)] dG(t). 
0 
Also, 
[min(X, t)] = fx dF(x) + t( 1 -- F(t)) 
0 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark 2.4. Proposition 2.3 states that the mean life of a series ystem 
of independent NBU components i greater than or equal to the mean 
life of a series ystem of independent exponential components having 
the same set of means. (A reverse inequality can be proved, in the same 
way, for parallel systems ) Further we see from the proof of this propo- 
sition that the condition that the Ti are N U can be reduced to the con- 
[Ti(Ti>t]< t+ [ Ti] for a%1 t. This weaker thllln 
sumption is referred to in the literature as assuming that T’i is 
(new better than used in expectation).’ 
* The author has recently iscovered that Proposition 2.3 had previously been obtained by 
Marshall and Proschan [4], by a different method of proof. 
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3. The mean time to first system failure 
One way of characterizing the structure function $ of the reliability 
system is in temls of its minimal cut sets We say that the subset C of the 
set of components i a clct set if the system is necessarily down when all 
components in this subset are down. in addition, we say that it is a mini- 
mal cut set if it does not (properly) contain any other cut sets, Let us de- 
note by Cl, ..&, Cs the minimal cut sets of the structure (b, Since 
where 
0 = if all components of Cr are down, 
ai 1 otherwiser 
it fbllsws that knowing the minimal cut sets is equivalent to knswin 
the structure 4. 
if, in our reliability 
components in the fth 
faiirrre, is given by 
system, we let Ti denote the first time that all 
cut set are down, then T, the time to first system 
As the ‘pl XI defined will not, in eneral, be independent ( hey will be 
independent only if no twe, min al cut sets overlap), we cannot im- 
mediately apply Propositions 2, I and 2.3 to obtain a lower bound for 
[ T] in terms of the E[ TJ, However, it h%cs bun shswn by Esary and 
Proschan [ 21 busin the c~neegt sf assoeizttion f randsm variables, that 
if the eornysnant up-time and down-time distributisns are exponential, 
then 
this rcsuh MIIW yields 
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Proof. 
W 
2 s nP{Ti>t}dt by [I] 
0 
2 [$1/E[7+i$1 by Proposition 2.3. a 
Thus, it remains to determine E[ TJ Now T’i is the first time that all 
components of the ifh minimal cut set Ci are down, and XI considering 
only those components in Ci we see t lat determining [ Ti] is equivalent 
to determining the mean life of a parallel system when all components 
are initially up. So kt us consider the parallel system of the (say) fa corn-- 
ponents of the minimal cut set G and suppose that these r components 
ha@ mean exponentkil up-times ~1~ + ..,, p,. and mean exponential dcwn- 
times ul, .,., u,. Now it has been shown by Brow!1 [ 11 that the meal: time 
until all c&ponents of C are down is equal to 
